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MMX MMX –– data typesdata types
4 new data types (64 bits wide)4 new data types (64 bits wide)

1.1. packed bytepacked byte
2.2. packed wordpacked word
3.3. packed packed doubleworddoubleword
4.4. quadwordquadword
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MMX MMX -- registersregisters
nn 8 new registers MM0 8 new registers MM0 –– MM7, 64 bits wideMM7, 64 bits wide
nn physically mirrored in FP stackphysically mirrored in FP stack
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MMX MMX -- instructionsinstructions
57 new instructions:57 new instructions:
1.1. arithmetic (arithmetic (paddpadd, , psubpsub, , pmulpmul ...)...)
2.2. comparison (comparison (pcmpeqpcmpeq, , pcmpgtpcmpgt))
3.3. conversion (pack,conversion (pack,punpckpunpck))
4.4. logical (logical (pandpand, , pandnpandn, , porpor, , pxorpxor))
5.5. shift (shift (psllpsll, , psrlpsrl, , psrapsra))
6.6. data transfer (data transfer (movqmovq, , movdmovd))
7.7. state management (state management (emmsemms))
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Reasons for MMX optimization Reasons for MMX optimization 
analysisanalysis

nn Image filtering is computational expensive Image filtering is computational expensive 
(e.g. for picture of size 256x256 and (e.g. for picture of size 256x256 and 
separable 3x3 filter 256 * 256 * (3+3) = separable 3x3 filter 256 * 256 * (3+3) = 
393 216 multiplication is needed)393 216 multiplication is needed)

nn Often used in multimediaOften used in multimedia
nn MMX = MMX = MultiMediaMultiMedia eXtensioneXtension
nn Is image filtering suitable candidate for Is image filtering suitable candidate for 

MMX optimization?MMX optimization?
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Sample assignmentSample assignment

nn 2D image with 82D image with 8--bit color valuesbit color values
nn 3x3 separable filter kernel3x3 separable filter kernel
nn Filter coefficient are signed 8 bit with sum Filter coefficient are signed 8 bit with sum 

of 64 of 64 –– normalization is shifting (instead of normalization is shifting (instead of 
divide)divide)
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Basic StrategyBasic Strategy
nn MMX multiplying is on packed words (16MMX multiplying is on packed words (16--bits) bits) 

=>=>
1.1. Read 8Read 8--bit pixelsbit pixels
2.2. Unpack them to 16Unpack them to 16--bitsbits
3.3. Multiply by the filter coefficients (already Multiply by the filter coefficients (already 

preformatted into 16preformatted into 16--bit data)bit data)
4.4. Sum productsSum products
5.5. Produce normalized result using arithmetic Produce normalized result using arithmetic 

right shiftright shift
6.6. Convert back from word to byte formatConvert back from word to byte format
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Filter operationsFilter operations

nn Filter operations:Filter operations:

nn 2 steps 2 steps –– horizontal and vertical filteringhorizontal and vertical filtering
nn Let start with the vertical one, because it is Let start with the vertical one, because it is 

easier and fits very nicely the parallelism of the easier and fits very nicely the parallelism of the 
MMX instructionsMMX instructions
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Vertical filter strategyVertical filter strategy
nn [y0’, y1’, y2’, y3’] = [x0, x1, x2, x3] * v0 + [y0’, y1’, y2’, y3’] = [x0, x1, x2, x3] * v0 + 

[y0, y1, y2, y3] * v1 + [y0, y1, y2, y3] * v1 + 
[z0, z1, z2, z3] * v2[z0, z1, z2, z3] * v2
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Unscheduled codeUnscheduled code
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ImprovementsImprovements
nn Resources analyze Resources analyze –– 1 register for 1 register for 

unpacking, 3 registers for 3 image lines =>unpacking, 3 registers for 3 image lines =>
nn Unwind the loop twice (in the x direction) Unwind the loop twice (in the x direction) ––

6+1 registers, and 6+1 registers, and 
nn Interleave two copies of the code Interleave two copies of the code 

(Software(Software--pipelining technique) pipelining technique) 
nn Schedule Schedule -- it is possible to obtain perfect it is possible to obtain perfect 

pairing (without stalls) of this code (not pairing (without stalls) of this code (not 
shown)shown)
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Vertical filter summaryVertical filter summary

nn Operating on 4 (not 8) pixels in parallelOperating on 4 (not 8) pixels in parallel
nn Operating on the original pixels Operating on the original pixels –– writing writing 

result 2 lines above the originalresult 2 lines above the original
nn This shifts the image but can be This shifts the image but can be 

compensated elsewhere, e.g. in horizontal compensated elsewhere, e.g. in horizontal 
filterfilter

nn Efficient utilization of processor’s L1 cacheEfficient utilization of processor’s L1 cache
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Horizontal filter strategyHorizontal filter strategy
nn [x0’, x1’, x2’, x3’, x4’, x5’, x6’, x7’] =    [x0’, x1’, x2’, x3’, x4’, x5’, x6’, x7’] =    

h0 * [h0 * [xpxp, x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6] +, x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6] +
h1 * [x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7] +h1 * [x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7] +
h2 * [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8]h2 * [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8]
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Synthesis of the setsSynthesis of the sets

nn Not everything in memory can be aligned                    Not everything in memory can be aligned                    
=> => 

nn [x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7] = Q1[x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7] = Q1
nn [[xpxp, x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6] = , x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6] = 

(Q0>>56) | (Q1<<8)(Q0>>56) | (Q1<<8)
nn [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8] = [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8] = 

(Q2<<56) | (Q1>>8)(Q2<<56) | (Q1>>8)
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Unscheduled code (1)Unscheduled code (1)
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Unscheduled code (2)Unscheduled code (2)
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Horizontal filter summaryHorizontal filter summary

nn 2 sets of input 2 sets of input –– once to filter lowonce to filter low--order 4 order 4 
pixels, once for the highpixels, once for the high--order 4 pixelsorder 4 pixels

nn It is possible to obtain perfect pairing It is possible to obtain perfect pairing 
(without stalls) of the code (not shown)(without stalls) of the code (not shown)
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ConclusionConclusion

nn Image filtering is rewarding topic for Image filtering is rewarding topic for 
MMX optimizationMMX optimization

nn My current work My current work –– extension of these extension of these 
ideas:ideas:

1.1. From 2D (image filtering) to 3D (volume From 2D (image filtering) to 3D (volume 
filtering)filtering)

2.2. Bigger kernel (5x5x5, 7x7x7)Bigger kernel (5x5x5, 7x7x7)
3.3. FloatingFloating--point calculationspoint calculations
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